Dear Lichtenstein and Walker classes,
It is the summer holidays and it’s time to say goodbye to all the strangeness of the last
few months and look forward to beginning afresh in September.
We just wanted to say a big well done for all of your hard work this year. We are especially proud of the
learning you have been doing from home and would like to say an enormous congratulations to
everyone for your fantastic poetry and story writing! Our PowerPoint Poetry collection is coming together
very nicely – we’ve had over twenty contributions so far! We particularly liked the range of poetry subjects
and the variety of illustrations. If you have any stories that you wrote, which you are very proud of, let us
know and we will pass them on to your next teachers. In addition, (forgive the pun) we’ve seen some
brilliant mathematicians working very hard in lockdown. Over the summer, it is time for you to enjoy the
sunshine and outdoors- we’d like to challenge you to make a learning map of your favourite walk- have a
look at the nature classification walk that Sally did in summer 1- can you do one too?
Well done again on a great year of learning. We very much look forward to catching up in September!
Ms Deudney and Miss McGroarty
Dear Parents/Carers,
Thank you for all your hard work in home schooling and for staying in touch with us over the last few
months. Over the summer we are aware that families will want to take different approaches. You may
want to take the time to unwind and have a break or you may want to keep some school routines
continuing during the summer months. Each family will have their varying priorities. The summer
challenges we have provided are here as an option. There are different routes you can take- you can
access the learning bingo pages as a source of ideas, ticking off activities as you wish. We have provided
web links at the bottom of the bingo pages for further games, activities and learning, or you can use Oak
Academy and BBC Bitesize which provide lessons across all year groups.
Thank you all once again. Have a wonderful summer and we look forward to seeing you all in the autumn
term.
Ms Deudney and Miss McGroarty

Gather some data – perhaps

favourite apple varieties or icecream, in your house, and then

represent it as a line graph. Can

you represent two sets of data
on one graph?

Create a maths board game,
such as snakes and ladders,

Compare and order a set of

Play the card game ‘snap’.

including decimals!

need to multiply the number

numbers up to 1,000,000 –

Can you include negative
numbers for challenge?

Find 3D shapes within your

for your family to play. Use

home. Keep a note or where

percentage conversion as

name them and discuss their

fractions, decimal and
part of the game.

On Rock Stars, work out which

timetable you have the slowest
speed in. Write it out as a set.
E.g. 7 x 8 = 56
56 ÷ 8 =7

and what they are, and then
properties.

Find a variety of outdoor

objects (i.e. sticks, flowers).

Break some of them into halves

timetable.

Alphabet Numbers
If the letter a=1, b=2, c=3

and so on, find the spelling

word with the highest value

in your Year 5 and 6 spelling
list.

“There are right angles, obtuse
angles and acute angles in
nature.”
Prove it!

into a faction wall!

How will you record your
investigation? How will you
measure the angles?

Write a postcard to a friend

Write an introduction about
yourself for your new teacher.
Remember to think about the
best noun phrases to use. For
challenge see if you can include
a semicolon?

56÷7 = 8

speed! Have you improved?

book character. Use a range

about an adventure you have

similes, or metaphors, to

and powerful verbs

of noun phrases to and

on the card by your focus

or quarters and turn your sticks

Ask a family member to test your

Create a wanted poster for a

Every time you ‘snap’, you

had. Focus on using exciting

describe the character.

throughout.

Keep a diary. Think about

Make yourself a storyboard

Challenge yourself to write a

feelings and the variety of

in lockdown- you can use

many of your spelling words

how you will express your
abstract nouns you can
choose from.

Choose some abstract nouns.
E.g. ‘Delight.’

Draw a picture to match the
meaning of each of your
words.

about the movie of your life
‘Calvin and Hobbes’ as an

inspiration.

story, or a letter, using as

from the year 5 and 6 list as
you can.

Make a

Make yourself a synonym paper

your favourite

paper. Write a word, e.g. ‘peaceful’

school. Here is

and add it. How long a chain can

‘Art’.

an antonym chain out of the

‘Wordle’ of

chain. Cut out strips of coloured

subject at

on the first link, then find a synonym

an example for

you make? Perhaps, you can make
opposite colour?

Write a book review of a
book you have read

recently. Think about how

you will start each sentence
differently.

Make up at least five questions
about your current reading

book. Make sure you know the
answers! Then act out an

interview with your parents or

Make a den and read your

book inside it. Warning: you

may need to borrow a torch!

Write a letter to one of the
characters in your current

reading book. What advice

are you going to give them?

Predict what might happen in
a sequel to your best story.

Become the new illustrator

for a favourite book. Design

Write down what happens to

the front cover. How will you

ended.

what the book is about?

each character after the story

siblings where they ask you the

entice a reader and capture

questions.

Choose the five most

Create a wanted poster for a
character from your book.
Include a description, what
they did and a reward!

Load ‘Crab Rave’ on your computer or
phone. Then copy the crabs dance to the
music as a work out. Can you get your
family to join in?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LDU_Txk06tM

Choose a character in your
book and write a poem
about them.

important events that

happened in your book and

turn them into a comic strip

Go on a nature scavenger hunt.
Create pictures of all the many

creatures and plants that you find.
Put them together as a scientific
collection.

Listen to music that makes you feel
good. Could you make up a dance
routine or learn all the words?

Perform a random act of kindness
i.e. smile at someone – it’s

Create a diary full of funny moments

Become a magician, what magic

through then and chuckle at your

your friends, family, pets or a

memories.

What do you love to do most
when you’re on holiday?

Try it in your garden or the
park, close your eyes and
pretend!

Read a book or do some arts

contagious!

that happened in your family, read back

Take a ‘mini holiday’

trick can you learn? Perform for

mirror. Why not dress up and look
the part?

and crafts in your favourite
spot (in the garden, in the
park, in a cosy spot).

Do a good deed for someone
at home without needing to
be asked. Perhaps you can

help with the laundry or help
make tea.

Websites
https://www.mathletics.com/uk/

Maths

https://play.ttrockstars.com/
https://whiterosemaths.com/
https://nrich.maths.org/primary
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/hit-the-button

https://home.oxfordowl.co.uk/

Reading

https://www.audible.co.uk/
https://www.storylineonline.net/

https://www.nhs.uk/change4life/

Well being

Click here for lots more recommended websites available on our school website.

